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ABSTRACT

Buoyancy reversal by evaporative cooling in entrainment holes has a minimal influence on stratocumulus (Sc)

observed during the Physics of Stratocumulus Top (POST) aircraft field study held off the California coast in

2008. High-resolution temperature andmicrophysics measurements show only small differences for Sc with and

without buoyancy reversal predicted by mixing fraction analysis that relates mixtures of cloudy air and free-

atmospheric air to buoyancies of the mixtures. The reduction of LWC due to evaporation in the holes is a small

percentage (average;12%) of liquidwater diluted in the Sc by entrainment from the entrainment interface layer

(EIL) located above unbroken cloud top where most mixing, evaporation, and reduction of the large buoyancy

jump between the cloud and free atmosphere occur. Entrainment is dominated by radiative cooling at cloud top.

1. Introduction

Much of the entrainment literature for stratocumulus

clouds (Sc) deals with moisture and temperature

‘‘jumps’’ across the entrainment interface layer (EIL;

also called the inversion) located between the clouds

and the free atmosphere (FA). Mixing air from these

two sources can cause evaporation of cloud water

[liquid water content (LWC)] affecting cloud-top en-

trainment instability (CTEI; Lilly 1968; Randall 1980;

Deardorff 1980) and can determine buoyancy changes

associated with mixing fraction analysis (MFA;

Nicholls and Turton 1986; Siems et al. 1990) and asso-

ciated buoyancy reversal (BR). These concepts have

been widely used. A selection of related publications

includes Albrecht (1991), Wang and Albrecht (1994),

Van Zanten and Duynkerke (2002), Stevens et al.

(2003), de Roode and Wang (2007), Mellado et al.

(2014), and de Lozar and Mellado (2013, 2015a,b).

These publications and others describe BR as a potential

contribution to buoyancy production and Sc entrainment

given specific values of ‘‘jumps.’’

Evidence presented by Gerber et al. (2005, 2013) for

both DYCOMS II and Physics of Stratocumulus Top

(POST) Sc field studies suggested that evaporative

cooling and BR were minimal in entrained parcels

(called cloud holes in the following), even though BR

was predicted for those Sc given observed temperature

T and moisture jumps. Further, it was hypothesized that

cloud-top detrainment conditioned the EIL with multi-

ple mixing events until a near-buoyancy match was ap-

proached near Sc top. At that point, air was entrained

into the cloud in a nearly isothermal fashion.

The EIL conditioning was supported by other observa-

tions described by Nicholls and Turton (1986) and de

Roode and Wang (2007) and was supported from Sc

modeling by Kurowski et al. (2009) and Yamaguchi and

Randall (2012).Also thedirect numerical simulation (DNS)

Sc modeling by Delozar and Mellado (2015b) used a null

value of the average horizontal buoyancy located at the

‘‘buoyancy inversion point’’ located close to the cloud-top

boundary above which conditioning occurred.

The present observational study again looks at this

cooling and entrainment scenario for Sc from POST and
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attempts to quantify how and where cooling and buoy-

ancy changes from evaporating LWC take place in the

EIL and in the cloud. BR predictions are tested for Sc

with comparisons to observations. A new approach is

used where the amount of LWC reduced in holes as a

result of evaporation is estimated from effective droplet

radius (Re) and droplet concentration measurements

from vertical sawtooth profiles centered6100m from Sc

top. A second approach uses comparisons of high-

resolution measurements of T and LWC in holes with

cloud unaffected by entrainment. Also used are the re-

cent analyses of the vertical structure of the POST EIL

for which two sublayers were identified by Malinowski

et al. (2013) and Jen-La Plante et al. (2016).

Time series of LWC, Re, and T for two POST flights

(TO6 and TO12), that have the only predicted buoyancy

reversal of the POST nighttime flights, are compared to

one nighttime flight (TO14) with no predicted buoyancy

reversal. Conclusions include the relevance of MFA and

BR and give insights on how the entrainment process in

the unbroken Sc should be viewed.

2. Aircraft instrumentation

The temperature probe [Modified Ultrafast Thermom-

eter (UFT-M); Kumula et al. 2013] uses resistive wires as

sensing elements and operates accurately in and out of

cloud. The probe is calibrated by comparison with a

Rosemount temperature probe, and it has a resolution of

0.018C. The UFT-M data rate used is 100Hz, which cor-

responds to a ;50-cm in-cloud resolution given the

;50ms21 airspeed of the Center for Interdisciplinary

Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Studies Twin Otter aircraft

during cloud penetrations.

The Gerber Particle Volume Monitor (PVM-100A;

Gerber et al. 1994) produces integrated values of r2 and r3

(r 5 droplet radius) from droplet spectra proportional to

particle surface area (PSA) and LWC, respectively. Re is

proportional to the ratioLWC/PSA.LWChas an accuracy of

10%for r, 18mmandamaximumresolutionof 0.002gm23.

Re values are;15%accurate for 4,Re, 12mm.The data

rate is 100Hz. The UFT-M and PVM are located near the

nose of the aircraft and are separated by;50cm.

Droplet concentration is measured by the CAS probe

(Droplet Measurement Technologies, Boulder, Colorado)

located on thewing of the aircraft. Thedroplet size range of

the probe is 0.5–50-mmdiameter, and the data rate is 10Hz.

3. Buoyancy reversal

BR is predicted by calculating buoyancy b in parcels

containing mixtures of cloudy and FT air for the three

POST flights using Eqs. (16)–(20) in Stevens (2002) and

using observed jumps ofT and total watermixing ratio qt
across the EIL listed in Gerber et al. (2013).

Figure 1 gives mixing lines, usually referred to as

MFA, that combine b with the parcel’s mixing fraction

x given by the relative mass of FT air m1 mixed with a

mass of cloudy air m2; see, for example, Siems et al.

(1990) and Van Zanten and Duynkerke (2002). The b*

and x* values represent the border where all LWC has

evaporated and the air is saturated in the mixture.

Figure 1 shows that TO6 has significant predicted

buoyancy reversal (negative buoyancy) in mixtures as a

result of evaporative cooling for x , x*. TO14 mixtures

have predicted positive buoyancy in mixtures. The

mixing lines for TO12 are not included in Fig. 1 given

that mixtures for this Sc have 2b* ; 0; the coordinates

of x* and b* for TO12 are shown instead by the cross.

MFA contains no information on the location where

mixing occurs between the cloud and FT.

Another way to look at BR is to calculate the in-

stability criterion for CTEI (Randall 1980; Deardorff

1980). Both TO6 and TO12 have predicted BR given

that their instability parameter for CTEI exceeds 0.23.

For a discussion of CTEI, see Gerber et al. (2013).

4. Observations

a. Reduced LWC in cloud holes

Figure 2 shows a 50-s part of a sawtooth slant profile

with LWC, Re, and T values for TO6 as the aircraft

passes up through cloud top. The profile is divided into

four layers described by Malinowski et al. (2013)

FIG. 1. Predicted mixing curves (MFA) for POST flights TO6

and TO14, where b is the buoyancy of the mixture and x is the

mixing fraction withm1 the mass of air in the free atmosphere and

m2 the cloud-top air; x* and b* represent the limits where all LWC

has evaporated and the air is saturated. The negative b values for

TO6 indicate buoyancy instability. The coordinates of x* and b*

are given by 3 for flight TO12.
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including the two sublayers in the EIL named cloud-top

mixing sublayer (CTMSL) and turbulent inversion

sublayer (TISL). CTMSL is described as containing

cloudy- and clear-air filaments,T fluctuations as much as

28C, continuing wind shear, and increased velocity

fluctuations in comparison to TISL. TISL is cloud free,

has a large T jump, and substantial wind shear and tur-

bulence. Cloud-top layer (CTL) also has large velocity

fluctuations, temperature fluctuations typically 0.28C,
and LWC is nearly always .0 gm23. Holes with

LWC 5 0 gm23 occur less than ;0.5% on the average

during profiles through the CTL for Sc (Gerber et al.

2013). Here Sc in CTL are defined as ‘‘unbroken’’ by

ignoring the few holes without LWC, and unbroken

cloud top is chosen as the dividing line between CTL

and CTMSL. The vertical dashed lines separating CTL,

CTMSL, and TISL in Fig. 2 are fixed by observed LWC

values for TO6 and are consistent with theMalinowski

et al. (2013) partitioning.

LWC in Fig. 2 shows large variability and Re shows

large decreases in CTMSL consistent with water evap-

oration. The value of T in CTMSL is a maximum of

only a few degrees warmer than unbroken cloud and

decreases to close to cloud T values at the border be-

tween CTL and CTMSL. In CTL LWC shows significant

reduction in holes (LWC hole in Fig. 2) defined as

having LWC less than the background LWC value and

having LWC . 0 gm23. Figure 2 also shows some re-

duced values of Re in CTL (Re hole in Fig. 2).

The locations of LWC and Re holes in CTL are cor-

related as Fig. 2 shows and are better illustrated in Fig. 3,

which is an expanded part of Fig. 2. This correlation is

also evident in the rest of the TO6 sawtooth profile (not

shown). The presence of reduced Re data in LWC holes

suggests homogenous mixing where droplets are evap-

orating causing cooling and BR, while the other and

greater amount of data in LWC holes without reduced

Re reflects inhomogeneous mixing that may also be a

cause of evaporative cooling. In the following the ratio

a of reduced LWC inRe holes to the total LWC reduced

in holes is estimated.

The aircraft observations show that LWC holes

(LWCh) in CTL are sharply defined and are assumed

to be caused by entrainment. The slowly varying

FIG. 2. The ascent (;1.5m s21) of the aircraft through the edge

of the Sc for flight TO6 showing 100-Hz (top) LWC, (middle) Re,

and (bottom) T as a function of time; ;50-cm in-flight resolution.

The vertical dashed lines indicate the location of inversion (EIL)

sublayers discussed in the text. An example of an ‘‘LWC hole’’ and

an ‘‘Re hole’’ is shown. The thin dashed vertical lines in the Re plot

indicate where Re goes to zero.

FIG. 3. A smaller interval of the TO6 ascent in Fig. 2 is shown

including the time dependence of droplet concentration (CONC).

Solid smooth lines are averages of 100-Hz data for LWC and Re

and 10-Hz data for CONC. Dashed smooth lines are reduced

a fraction from the average lines to minimize the contribution from

statistical sampling noise (see text). Open circles areRe data falling

below the dashed line. Lines extending to zero values of Re in the

CTMSL are not shown.
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background LWC (LWCb) is assumed to be unaffected

by entrainment. The desired quantity is the total LWC

reduced in the holes for the entire sawtooth profile

(;6 km long and a maximum of ;100m below cloud

top) given by SiDLWCh 5 Si(LWCh – LWCb), where i

represents 100-Hz LWC data. Multiplying both sides of

this equation by the unit volume (m3) gives the total

mass (g) of liquid water reduced in the holes over the

whole profile. LWCb is established by using a 400 data

point running average of the 100-Hz data and is given by

the smooth line in Fig. 3. This average corresponds to a

horizontal flight distance of ;200m that includes holes

with lengths encompassing .95% of the entrainment

mass flux in Sc as shown in Fig. 6 in Gerber et al. (2013).

The procedure described by Gerber et al. (2005) is used

to prevent LWCb from being unduly affected by holes.

A factor K 5 0.94 is applied to the average curve to

give the dashed line in Fig. 3. The value ofK is chosen by

calculating the amount of mean LWC in the holes times

the number of data points in the holes as a function of

different values ofK. The chosenK value corresponds to

theK value where increasingK leads to a rapid increase

of that amount as a result of the dashed line starting to

intersect the sampling noise of the LWC data caused by

the random distribution of ambient droplets.

Also desired is the reduction of LWC inRe holes. This

amount can be estimated given that Re ; ry (mean

volume radius of Sc droplet spectra; Martin et al. 1994)

and that LWC5 (4/3)prwNr3y , where rw is water density

and N is the droplet concentration. Replacing ry in the

preceding equation with Re permits estimating the total

change of DLWCRe in Re holes for the whole sawtooth

profile:

�
i

DLWC
Re

’ �
i

" 
N

h
Re3h

N
b
Re3b

2 1

!
3LWC

b

#
, (1)

where the fraction on the right side of Eq. (1) represents

the ratio of LWC estimated from Re and N measure-

ments in the holes h to Re and N measured in the

background b. The average and the dashed lines for Re

and N are determined the same way as for the LWC

data; K 5 0.955 is used for the former and K 5 0.90 for

the latter. Graphical analysis is used to determine values

of Nh and Nb for each Reh data point.

The preceding summations are combined to give

a’
�
i

DLWC
Re

�
i

DLWC
h

, (2)

for which the average value is given in Table 1 for five

different sawtooth profiles that include 10 penetrations

through cloud top for flight TO6.

The same procedure is followed for flights TO12 and

TO14 for which five profiles and 10 penetrations were

evaluated for each, and the resulting average values are

listed in Table 1. (For the ascent of the aircraft for flight

TO14, see Fig. 4.) Table 1 also includes average values of

the total reduced liquid water mass in the LWC holes

and includes average values of Nh/Nb and Re3h/Re3b.

These additions to Table 1 illustrate inherent differences

between the three flights. The significantly smaller value

of the reduced water mass in holes for TO12 is likely a

result of reduced radiative cooling and entrainment

caused by a thick layer of water vapor mixing ratio qy
observed above cloud top that had qy values larger than

qy in the cloud.

The reduced LWC in Re holes can also be used to

estimate the mean temperature change DT as a result of

evaporative cooling in the holes:

DT’ 0:5
DLWC

Re
3L

c
p
r

’20:158C, (3)

where the factor 0.5 is used since evaporative cooling

under saturated conditions also leads to some conden-

sation warming (Van Zanten and Duynkerke 2002),

overbars indicate mean values, L is the latent heat of

evaporation, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure,

and r is air density. Individual values of DT can be

several factors larger than 20.158C, since DLWCRe can

range over any fraction of LWCb.

The values of a in Table 1 are surprisingly similar

given the relatively small differences between a for

flights TO6 and TO12 with predicted buoyancy reversal

TABLE 1. The fraction a of total LWC reduced in the CTL of the Sc due to droplet evaporation. The other parameters from left to right

give five-sawtooth-profile averages of total liquid watermass of reduced LWC in entrainment holes and the ratios of droplet concentration

N and effective radius (Re3) in the holes to the same parameters in the cloud unaffected by entrainment [see Eq. (1)]. The numbers in

parentheses are one standard deviation of measurement variability.

Flight a 3 100 (%) SiDLWCh 3 m3 (g) Nh/Nb Re3h/Re3b

TO6 15.2 (4.1) 294 (159) 0.586 (0.082) 0.758 (0.038)

TO12 10.5 (2.6) 148 (54) 0.591 (0.097) 0.737 (0.030)

TO14 10.9 (3.4) 396 (94) 0.684 (0.032) 0.768 (0.009)
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and for TO14 without predicted reversal. An explana-

tion for the small differences may be a result of turbu-

lence at the border between CTL and CTMSL. Given

the strong wind shear and mixing near this border, some

warmer parcels may be entrained into the Sc causing

evaporation in TO14 holes. This less than solid border

may also affect TO6 and TO12 leading to increased

uncertainty in their listed values of a. Still, the listed

values of a are small, indicating that the reduction of

LWC associated with droplet evaporation in Re holes is

likewise small.

b. Reduced temperature in cloud holes

A second way to illustrate the role of LWC evapo-

ration in the Sc with predicted buoyancy reversal is to

compare direct measurements of LWC in holes

(DLWCh) with the change in temperature DT between

the holes and the cloud unaffected by entrainment.

This again requires conditional sampling of the holes

as described in Gerber et al. (2005) and makes use of

the fine resolution and accuracy of the UFT-M.

Figure 5 shows individual measured data points of

DLWCh and DT from TO6 profiles. The average trend

in Fig. 5, given by the circles’ data that are averages of

DT over 0.05 gm23 increments of DLWCh, shows

DLWCh nearly independent of DT. This trend leads

to the conclusion that minimal evaporative cooling

occurs in the holes in contrast to the cooling predicted

for TO6 by BR.

The trend further suggests that evaporative cooling

from inhomogeneous mixing in the holes is minimal,

that dilution of LWC in holes is a result of entrainment

of air conditioned in the CTMSL, and that radiation

cooling is the principal source of cooling shown in Fig. 5.

Cooling due to droplet evaporation determined in

section 4a for TO6 should generate some data in Fig. 5,

but the data are too infrequent to affect the trend in an

obvious visible manner. The average data in Fig. 5 also

show some decreasing cooling for larger reductions in

DLWCh as well as a small number of data points with

DT . 08C that may represent entrainment of warmer

parcels in keeping with the discussion in section 4a. This

behavior is typical of plots resembling Fig. 5 made for

most of the other the POST flights (see http://www.

gerberscience.com/POSTdata/POSTdata.html). None

of the other flights show evidence of BR.

5. Conclusions and discussion

The present analysis is limited to three nighttime

POST flights. Two of the flights have predicted buoy-

ancy reversal (BR) due to evaporation of water, and the

3D flight has no predicted BR. The analysis shows that

evaporating water and the associated cooling in en-

trainment holes occurs in the unbroken Sc but is small

compared to the reduction of LWCdue to dilution of the

cloud in the holes. The diluting air comes from the EIL

where cloud detrainment conditions theEIL to the point

where entrainment into most holes is nearly isothermal.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for flight TO14.

FIG. 5. Flight TO6 differences in temperature DT between cloud

entrainment holes and the cloud unaffected by entrainment vs the

differences for DLWCh; 50-Hz data. The circles are DT averages

over 0.05 gm23 DLWCh increments.
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The cooling in the holes is dominated by longwave flux

divergence.

There is only a small difference in the behavior of

cooling in the holes regardless of whether BR is or is not

predicted for the three POST flights. This is contrary to

the prediction of mixing fraction analysis (MFA) that

requires all mixtures resulting between the cloud the

free troposphere (FT) and containing some remaining

LWC to show cooling due to evaporation. It thus can be

concluded, assuming the accuracy of the measurements,

that for these three flights MFA and BR have little in-

fluence on the cooling in entrainment holes.

Details of the physical process causing the limited

amount of evaporative cooling in TO6 holes are unclear.

A suggested process comes from de Roode and Wang

(2007) and Kurowski et al. (2009), who noted that ‘‘local

mixing lines,’’ rather than the mixing lines’ dependence

on the whole jumps across the EIL, should be consid-

ered that reflect the more frequent mixing near the

cloud-top interface for reducing buoyancy to levels

permitting entrainment with near-inhomogeneous mix-

ing. Saturation mixture fractions x* for such local mix-

ing lines would be much larger than typical values of x*

found in the literature, and the buoyancy difference b*

due to BR would be much smaller. The location of

maximum wind shear and mixing just above cloud top

for most POST Sc, and the usually rapid increase of

stability in the EIL with height potentially limiting

mixing frequency, suggest that ‘‘local mixing lines’’

have merit.

Observational reasons may also influence the scarcity

of evaporative cooling in TO6 holes including sampling

noise in the data as evident in Figs. 2–4. Also, the slower-

rate 10-Hz droplet concentration data that corresponds

to ;5-m in cloud distance can have an effect; although,

entrained holes with lengths approximately less than 5m

include;90% of the mass entrainment flux in POST Sc

(Gerber et al. 2013). In addition, the near independence

in TO6 of temperature change in holes from the de-

crease of LWC in the holes as shown in Fig. 5 supports

the rarity of evaporation in holes.

Since only three flights were analyzed here, it is fair to

ask how the results apply to Sc in general. The basic

characteristic of the POST flights are described in

Gerber et al. (2013) with only two nighttime Sc flights

with predicted BR, making generalizations difficult for

those Sc types. Comparing POST observations to ob-

servations from other studies to support the present

MFA and BR conclusions is also difficult because of the

existence of different types of Sc, of probe choices and

location, and of aircraft sampling strategy. An example

is the earlier DYCOMS II Sc observational study also

off the California coast where Sc were studied;1000km

downstream of the POST location. The former more

mature Sc showed deeper and more numerous LWC-

free entrainment holes than such holes for POST Sc,

suggesting the possibility that more evaporation occurs

in DYCOMS II Sc.

However, some observational and modeling support

exists for the present EIL mixing, conditioning, and ra-

diative cooling scenario affecting entrainment holes.

The best support comes from Nicholls and Turton

(1986), whose Sc conclusions based on observations are

close to those of POST. As noted in the introduction,

more recent support is found in Gerber et al. (2005,

2013), in the entrainment-parcel-tracking LESmodeling

by Yamaguchi and Randall (2012), and in the direct

numerical simulation (DNS) by de Lozar and Mellado

(2015b). Additional support comes from the recent

analysis (Jen-La Plante et al. 2016) of POST Sc that

shows turbulence responsible formixing across the TISL

and CTMSL is highly anisotropic with eddies elongated

in the horizontal and suppressed in the vertical. This

again suggests that direct contact between CTL and FT

is limited for single mixing events that are required to

produce BR as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The study by de Lozar and Mellado (2015b) is of

special interest, becauseDNS resolution as fine as 7.4 cm

(de Lozar and Mellado 2013) is used in their studies of

DYCOMS II flight RF01. This resolution is finer than

the;50-cm resolution used here; however, the different

resolutions should not be important because ;98% of

the entrainment mass flux into holes occurs for hole

lengths . 1m [at least in POST Sc; see Fig. 6 in Gerber

et al. (2013)].

The RF01 case is also of interest because it is possible

to compare the ‘‘efficiency’’ of total evaporation in the

‘‘entrainment zone’’ from DNS modeling (de Lozar and

Mellado 2015b) to TO6 observations. The comparison

uses the MFA diagram with TO6 observations to cal-

culate for TO6 an ‘‘efficiency’’ of ;0.6 [see Fig. 2 in de

Lozar and Mellado (2015b)], which corresponds to

;40% of the evaporation being predicted to occur be-

low the location of the DNS null value of buoyancy. The

DNS null value is located at the ‘‘inversion point,’’

which sits below the entrainment zone at a horizontal

level corresponding to the null value of buoyancy av-

eraged over the Sc field. The de Lozar and Mellado

(2015b) results show that modeled cloud top will be

found occasionally above as well as below the inversion

point level. The null buoyancy value location differs for

TO6, since it is located near the border between CTL

and CTMSL close to unbroken cloud top, and it can

move vertically along with cloud-top motion over the

depth of the EIL. The present results differ signifi-

cantly, showing less evaporation associated with LWC
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reduction below the TO6 null buoyancy level. This dif-

ference causes uncertainties, not only because the

choices of the null buoyancy levels, but also because it

deals with two different flights from two different Sc

studies, and the DNS study does not include wind shear,

whereas TO6 observations show wind shear near cloud

top. Further, large vertical changes, such as for radiative

cooling and for LWC, can occur over a few vertical

meters at Sc cloud top (see for example observations

from POST flight TO12; Gerber et al. 2014) so that the

vertical variation of Sc top about the average inversion

point in DNS may cause different entrainment behavior

in comparison to having the buoyancy null value follow

cloud top as for TO6.

The complexity of even the unbroken POST Sc is a

reminder that more needs to be done to obtain suc-

cessful entrainment formulation that applies to all

Sc. For example, the ‘‘difference method’’ equation

we 5 dzi/dt 1 ws (Stevens et al. 2003; we and ws are re-

spectively entrainment and subsidence velocities and

dzi/dt is the vertical rate of motion of the inversion

base) is not a good framework for characterizing entrain-

ment in POST Sc, with nighttime and daytime Sc showing

both positive and negative values of dzi/dt (see http://www.

gerberscience.com/POSTdata/POSTdata.html). It would

be useful to quantify the two-way flux of cloud mois-

ture and heat across unbroken Sc cloud top given that

such aircraft measurements can be made and com-

pared to model predictions.Wind shear processes need

more attention given their effect on the EIL, where the

possibility exists that strong directional wind shear can

erode cloud top and be a sink of cloud moisture from

Sc that advect in a different direction. Moist layers

found occasionally above Sc cloud top need better

understanding because Sc vertical growth and we can

be affected.

Future high-resolution observational and modeling

studies of Sc should take advantage of the DNS for-

mulations by de Lozar and Mellado. In particular, ap-

plyingDNS calculations to Sc cloud top rather than their

average buoyancy inversion point would provide im-

proved comparisons with aircraft observations. Also,

additional application of DNS to Sc without predicted

buoyancy reversal such as found for most POST Sc

would be useful, given that Sc modeling efforts have

focused on Sc with predicted buoyancy reversal as is the

case of the oft-studied flight RF01 from DYCOMS II.

Observations from RF01 (Fig. 10 of Gerber et al. 2005)

show that the hole density for Sc is nearly constant

with height for 100m below cloud top. All the other

DYCOMS II flights show the Sc hole density rapidly

increasing with height over the 100m, suggesting that

their entrainment behavior may differ.
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